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On the Moon

What’s it like on the Moon? Ask Tip and Top, two

TALES

boys who always find their way and figure out what
to do. So when they meet a surprised robot and he
asks who they are, they reply: “Who are we? Why,
we’re astronauts of course!” Moments later, they
and the robot are flying to the Moon in a rocket.
Why not join them? This pop-up book by celebrated
Czech artist Vojtěch Kubašta may be several
decades old, but its charm for boys, girls and their
parents is timeless.
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W

ho are you?” asks Robot, rolling his eyes. “Why, we’re
astronauts of course!” says one of the boys. “I’m Tip and
he’s Top.” Robot thinks about this, the parts in his head making
a creaking sound as they turn. “Confirmed,” announces Robot at
last. “Please come aboard. We will be travel companions. There is
much for us to do.” Tip and Top are delighted. “Hurray! We’re flying
to the Moon!” In the blink of an eye they are inside the rocket. Are
you ready too? Belt up, here goes . . . we’re flying!

L

ittle by little Tip and Top return to the space ship. “Never mind,
we can dream about the Moon when we’re back on Earth,” the
boys console each other. But something’s happening – someone is
landing. Another astronaut calls over to them. “Hello there, boys!”
From the rocket, Tip and Top smile and wave at him. “Good luck,
fellow astronaut! We’re expected back on Earth!”
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